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Abstract
TILis paper describes a dimension-reduction (DR) strategy for locating peaks in
multi-dimensional scalar fields. Algorithms based on the DR-strategy are used in
molecular structure determination by means of X-ray crystallography.

1

Overview

Scientific and simulation experiments often produce multi-dimensional scalar values. The
collection of all these values constitutes a scalar field over the volume sampled. A problem
encountered in analyzing such data is to define and locate peaks, that is, regions with high
values of the scalar property surrounded by comparatively lower regions that can be considered background. A peak is characterized by its zone of influence (the region of the space
that contains all the poinLs composing the peak) and a summit (one of the points with the
highest scalar value in the peak). The output of a peak locating procedure can give either
the precise zones of influence of each peak as sets of points, or a sphere that comprises the
peak, centered at the geometrical center of the peak.
This information can then be used as input to a visualization system which may display
the peaks in various representations. Two problems related to the determination of the
strudure of biomacromolecules using X-ray crystallography arc described here. The first is
to identify reneetions on X-ray diffraction images and the second is to locate ridges in 3-D
electron density maps used in the structure refinement process.
A biomacromolecule consists of a large number of atoms with fixed positions. Information about the 3D atomic structure of such molecules can be gathered by means of Electron
Microscopy, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, and X-ray crystallography. X-ray crystallography
is the method of choice for the study of large macromolecules like viruses because the wavelength of the radiation is of the same order as the inter-atomic distances and high resolution
X-ray diffraction images can be used to locate the individual atoms.
The electrons of the atoms in a crystal scatter the X-rays producing a diffraction pattern
which can be recorded on photographic emulsion or by CeD detectors. A crystal is a periodic
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arrangement of atoms, ions and molecules and therefore, the electron density within such a
crystal is also periodic and it can be expressed as the sum of a series of sinusoidal waves. A
structure is known when the amplitudes and phases of the sinusoidal waves that make up
the electron density function are all known. The amplitudes of the waves are proportional to
the square root of the intensities of the recorded diffraction pattern (also known as optical
densities). Such diffraction patterns usually contain a fair amount of noise and to identify
true diffraction spots from the noisy background, one must be able to locate regions of
high optical density in these patterns. The list of peaks together is used to create a list of
reflections, including their intensities, the error in estimating them, and the coordinates of
each reflection in the reciprocal space (Miller indices).
The phases cannot be directly measured from the X-ray diffraction pattern and instead
must be determined using other techniques. After all the amplitudes and phases are known,
the electron density function can be computed by means of Fourier synthesis. Regions of high
electl'OTI density cOl'1'espond to positions of atoms or groups of atoms within the structure.
A 3-D version of the peak-location algorithm can be used to identify such regions in a high
resolution electron density map.
The problem of locating peaks in a scalar field requires more than a purely algorithmic
approach as the zone of influence of a peak and the notion of a peak itself are not easily
quantifiable and are largely dependent on the type of data. Some regions may be considered
to be peaks for some applications and may appear to be background for others. The attribute
that best characterizes a peak is not its height relative to the surrounding background,
but rather, its shape. Thus we have incorporated heuristic techniques in our peak finding
approaches, allowing the user to fine tune the search parameters according to the type of
image frame that is being explored.
A number of strategies for locating the peaks and determining the zone of influence of
each peak are possible. For instance, Kabsch [1) considers a box of fixed dimensions that is
centered successively around each pixel of the frame, trying to identify the cases when the
box is centered on a peak based on a "mask" that quantifies the approximate shape of a
generic peale This approach can be time-consuming and has the disadvantage of requiring
that most of the peaks have a certain approximate size and shape that needs to be known
beforehand. Kim [4] divides the peak location process into two phases: a rapid, coarse search
that is performed by skipping entire lines and columns of the image frame, followed by a fine
step search around the located maxima. This approach seems to be faster, but also yields
poorer results, as many peaks can be missed in the process.
Another possibility [6] is to sort all the points in the data set in decreasing order of Lheir
scalar values and then to proceed by inspecting the point with the highest value and its
neighborhood. After selecting a contiguous area around that point such that all the points
in that region satisfy a certain criterion, e.g. their values are above a certain threshold, we
mark it as a peak, eliminate all the points in the peak set from the sorted list, and restart
the procedure for the next unvisited highest point.
We could impose additional conditions, e.g. on the diameter of a peak, or required
that the total number of points belonging to a peak should be within a given range, and
discard peaks that do not satisfy these conditions. We stop when all the remaining points
in the sorted list are below the threshold and consider them part of the background. The
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Figure 1: 2-D map (Fuji frame) with a large overall variation of the background. Black
corresponds to the lowest optical density values and white to the highest.
determination of this threshold value is complicated by the fact that although the background
docs not vary greatly locally, it can vary greatly across the entire image. As a consequeTlce,
the above mentioned threshold depends on the location where it needs to be evaluated. For
example, Figure 1 shows an entire frame where the various gray levels correspond to different
levels of the scalar values (black corresponding to the lowest values and white to the highest)
and we can see the significant increase in the background as we go from the periphery of the
image towards the center.
One possible approach is to determine first the background at each point and then proceed
with the search (such an algorithm for background evaluation is presented in [3]). The
problem is that the whole process can be rather time- and space-consuming.
A better solution is to divide the entire image in regions where the background is almost
constant, and apply the procedure in each of these regions separately starting with sorting
only the pixels within a region, and ending with locating the peaks in that region. Once this
partition is done, it is relatively easy to determine a value for the threshold for each region.
For instance in every region, the background accounts for most of the points. The average
of all scalar values in a given region is slightly larger than the background since the peak
areas are significantly higher than the background, but they have relatively few points. This
average can be used as the threshold for the whole region, eventually corrected by a fixed
th1'eshold adjustment.
Another issue is how to search "around" a peak. Two well-known searching strategies
are commonly used: depth.first and breadth-first (see Appendix B). The efficiency of the
computation can be affected by the possibility of "going in the wrong direction". The
3

feature LhaL distinguishes a peak from a background region is the shape, the "sharpness"
that characterizes how abruptly the scalar values decrease from the top of the peak towards
its boundaries. While the problem of quanti fying the sharpness of a peak is not difficult in
the unidimensional case, its difficulty can increase substantially in higher dimensions.
In the next section we present an algorithm that reduces the peak location problem to
simpler subproblems not by dividing it into regions of the same dimension, but by reducing
the dimension of the problem itself, and we discuss the advantages of this approach.

2

Locating Reflections in Optical Density Frames

In this section we present the Dimension Reduction algorithm for locating peaks (also called
reflections in crystallography) on 2-D optical density frames, whose typical dimensions are
approximately 2000 by 2000 pixels. We discuss algorithms for finding unidimensional peaks,
correlating them into 2-D peaks and some implementation details.
The idea of the algorithm is to split the 2-D map into rowS, find the peak areas in each
row (each such area will be represented by a segment) and then combine the segments lying
on adjacent rows to form contiguous 2-D peak areas. This approach reduces a 2-D peak
search to the problem of unidimensional peaks (segments) that can be located more easily
and with greater accuracy. The algorithm scales up well for 3-D peak finding problems. The
pseudocode for the relevant routines is presented in Appendix A.
The following subsections present the strategies for finding unidimensional peaks, correlaLing them into 2-D peaks, tuning the parameters that monitor the process of accepting or
rejecting peaks (according to their size, shape, etc.) and some implementation details.

2.1

The Unidimensional Problem

The strategy is to start with the point on the current row having the maximum scalar
value and visit the points at its right and left, determining whether that point is part of
a unidimensional peak (segment), and if so, what are the left and right boundaries of that
segment. Afterwards, find the highest point among all unvisited points on the row and
restart the procedure, until the whole row has been visited. The segments returned are
non-overlapping.
To define the set of points belonging to a certain peak we can go in one direction (say,
to the right) until the current scalar value faUs below a threshold, and that would be the
rightmost limit of the peak. This approach could accept as a peak a segment that looks
more like an almost nat background (see Figure 2a). Figure 2b shows a real peak whose
area is poorly determined (a lot of background is included) due to the way the threshold is
set. Finally, in Figure 2c shows a low peak that was ignored because the threshold was set
above it.
Hence, when defining a peak we must take into account not only its l'height" but also
its shape. We introduce a parameter to characterize the slope of the peak called sdp (sharp
decrease percentage), defined as the the difference between the scalar values of two adjacent
points.
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Figure 2: Examples of poor peak identification. The dotted line corresponds to the threshold.
In (a) we see a Oat background identified as a peak, (b) shows a peak whose zone of influence
includes a lot of background, and in (c) we can see a perfectly legitimate peak that is missed
because the background surrounding it is much lower than the threshold.
In other words, if P"P2 are two adjacent points (PI being at the left of P2) of scalar
values ad1, od2 respectively and ad! > od2, then the decrease from PI to P2 is considered
sharp if and only if:
sdp
adt - od2 > cd! * -100
We can now define a better algorithm for exploring the right side (and similarly the left
side) of a local maximum: we go to the right starting from the maximum and we record the
moments of sharp decrease according to the above condition. We stop when we either hit
an already visited point or the optical density starts to increase, as the peak area cannot
continue beyond such a point. Then, to eliminate the trailing background, we go back to
the last position where we had a sharp decrease, and set that point to be the rightmost
boundary of the peak. If we didn't have a sharp decrease at all, then that area is part of the
background and the starting maximum cannot be part of a peak (even if the left side looks
like a peak, we cannot consider a peak a region that looks like a peak on the left side and
like background on the right side) so we discard it.
If we had a sharp decrease at the right (and thus set the rightmost boundary of the
peak), we proceed in a similar way at the left of the current maximum. If we don't find any
sharp decrease there, we discard the whole area we just visited and continue with the next
unvisited maximum on the current line. Otherwise, we have found a leftmost boundary of
the segment (which will be the leftmost sharp decrease starting from the current maximum)
and we have thus defined a peak segment that we record in our current...row....segms array.
The algorithm described above does indeed locate unidimensional peaks based solely on
their shape, and thus presents the risk of accepting peaks that are very low and sman, and
which should be part of the background. To avoid such small variations of the background
to be considered peaks, we introduce a second parameter called sdc (sharp decrease cutoff)
that adds a new condition for considering a decrease to be sharp: in the notation used above,
this condition can be written as
ad1 - ad2 > sdc + min_ad
where min_ad is the minimum scalar value on the current row. In other words, the decrease
can be considered sharp only if it is greater than sdc units above the "local" minimum (of
the current row).
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Figure 3: Two criteria for considering segments correlated. In (a) we see two segments that
have one common point, while (b) shows two segments that are off by one point, but that
can be still considered correlated if the peak_offset parameter is set to 1.
Since we might also want to reject 2-D peaks that are too small or too large, we introduce
two morc parameters called maxps and minps (maximum and minimum peak size respec-

tively). The parameter maxps can be also used in the unidimensional peak finding phase. If
we rind a segment larger than maxps we can discard it right away and reduce the number
of segments. On the other hand, minps can only be used after the whole 2-D peak area has
been determined, since small segments can be part of a larger two-dimensional peak. The
pseudocode for this algorithm is presented in Figure 10.
Finally we sort the segments in increasing order of their endpoints (recall that thcre are
no overlapping segments), since this will be useful in the second phase of correlating the
adjacent TOWS to form the 2-D peaks.
In summary, there are four parameters to control the determination of I-D peaks:
sdp, sdc, maxps, and minps and by adjusting them one can adapt the algorithm to different
types of data.

2.2

Correlating Adjacent Rows

The procedure presented in Figure 11 takes two adjacent rows and correlates segments identified by the algorithm described in the previous section.
Two segments on adjacent rows are said to be correlated if they have at least one common
point (see Figure 3a). We could tighten this condition by requiring them to have two or more
points in common, but in practice this can result in many missed peaks. On the other hand,
we can rclax the condition by allowing the two segments to be off by a small numbcr of
points, given by a predefined parameter called pealLoIIset. For example, if pealLoIIset
is I, the segmcnts can be off by 1 and they are still correlated (like in Figure 3b).
Each 2-D peak will be seen as a group of correlated segments. We group the correlated
segments in the following way: a group is started by a single segment 5 that has not been
correlated with any segment from the previous row. This segment will be the "head" of the
group that will ultimately represent a 2-D peak. On the next row, if we find a segment 5'
that is correlated with 5, we add it to 5's group, and S' becomes the "tail" (the last segment)
of the group. Then on the next group, if we find a segment 8" that is correlated with S',
we add it to the group in which S' lies (which is S's group) and S" becomes the tail. This
procedure continues until there are no more segments that can be added to this group (i.e.
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no segment on the current row can be correlated with the tail of the group). At that moment
the group is defined and we add it to our list of 2-D peaks.
The pseudocode for this procedure is presented in Figure 1L The parameters of the
procedure are: the current row, the arrays containing the segments found on the current row
and on the previous row (current...segms and prev...segms respectively) 1 and the number
of elements in each of these arrays (nc and nprev respectively). Since FindlDPeaksO
always returns arrays of segments on the current row that are ordered, we can speed up the
correlation process by having two pointers (a segment called csegm on the current row and
a segment psegm on the previous row) that advance in a coupled way and reveal the pairs
of correlated segments on the two rows.

2.3

Implementation and Results on 2-D Scalar Fields

In this section we present the results obtained with the dimension-reduction algorithm OJI
two-dimensional maps as part of the aDa graphics package [5].
Some criteria to compare the algorithms are the ability to locate peaks correctly (recognizing the real peaks and eliminating "false peaks"), the resolution (how well the algorithm
can distinguish between two peaks that are very close to each other) and the speed.
Table 1 shows the comparison between the three algorithms for three areas of different
sizes (small, medium and large). The depth-first and breadth-first algorithms produce identical results as far as the number and shape of peaks located (since regardless of the traversal
method, the contiguous area around a point that is above a given threshold is unique), and
also their execution times vary slightly. Depth-first seems to be a little faster for small and
medium sized areas , while breadth-first seems to be faster for large areas where peaks are to
be located. This is due to the fact that in the current implementation, the recursion taking
place in depth-first incurs the function calling overhead that is not present in the queue
manipulation of the breadth-first search routine.
The dimension-reduction is by far the fastest. Moreover, even though in some cases the
number of peaks determined can be larger in the case of depth/breadth-first search than
for the dimension-reduction algorithm, many of these extra peaks are actually "false peaks"
(portions of background that happen to be higher than the background around them). Also,
some of the peaks around the center of the frame were lost in the case of the depth/breadthfirst search due to the significant variation of the background in that area that lowered
the threshold and induced a dramatic but artificial increase of the dimensions of the peaks
determined (over the maximum limit imposed on the size of all peaks). In all cases shown
below, the constraints on the sizes of the peaks being located have been set to the same
values: minimum size = 3 and maximum size = 12. Also, in these particular cases we have
found the following settings to produce good resulLs.
For the depth/breadth-first algorithms, the threshold adjustment can be set l to 50 and
the search box size can be set l to 30. For the dimension-reduction algorithm , the slope cutoff
IThis value is added to the average of the peaks in a search box to obtain a better value for the threshold.
2If the search box is too small then the peaks get easily fragmented, if it is too large then sorting the
points in the box becomes time consuming.
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I Searching Method
Depth-First
Breadth-First
Dimension-Reduction
Depth-First
Breadth-First
Dimension-Reduction
Depth-First
Breadth-First
Dimension-Reduction

I Number of Points I Number of Peaks Found I Execution Time I
30420
30420
30420
572000
572000
572000
5230000
5230000
5230000

181
181
192
1784
1784
2166
10686
10686
9925

3.1 secs
2.6 secs
2.5 secs
40.2 secs
40.8 secs
7.1 secs
450.2 secs
419.4 secs
87.9 secs

Table 1: A comparison of the DR algorithm with the DF and BF search algorithms, on three
areas of a FUJI frame having different sizes: small (about 3 x 10 4 ), medium (5 x 10 5 ) and
large (5 x 10 6 ). In the first two cases, the DR method locates more peaks than the other two
algorithms, while for the large area, even though the DF and BF algorithms report more
peaks that have been located, many of them turn out to be "false peaks", portions of the
background that happen to be higher than the background around them. DR is faster than
the DF/BF methods in all three cases.
can be set 3 to 50, while the slope percentage can be set 4 to 12.
Regarding the resolution of the DR algorithm, for the films we experimented with, setting
the constant peak_oi'i'set to 1 (see section 2.2) seems to give the best results (it allows the
program to distinguish between close peaks and at the same time ensures that "thin", elongated peaks are not missed). Also, in the depth/breadth-first search algorithms, increasing
the size of the search box has a dramatic effect in increasing the execution time: for example,
doubling the box size in the cases presented below would increase the execution time more
than five times.
It is not difficult to see that for a portion of an image frame with nr rows and nc columns,
the time complexity of the DF/BF algorithms is O(nr nc log np) where np is the number of
points in a block (box), while for the DR algorithm it is O(nr nc2 ), the nc2 coming from the
repeated search for the maximum on the current row within Find1DPeaksO.
The reason why the DR algorithm turns out to be still faster than the DF/BF methods
is that the expected time complexity of Find1DPeaksO is not quadratic, but rather linear
(O(nc)) due to the fact that most of the time, the number of unidimensional peaks found on
a row is small compared to nc, the total number of points on that row. Thus, the expected
time complexity for the DR algorithm is O(nrnc), which is linear in the total number of
points.
Figures 4 and 5 show the peaks located using the depth-first search and dimension3Tile slope cutoff represents the minimum amount in the decrease of a unidimensional peak necessary for
it to be considered a sharp decrease.
'1The slope percentage is the minimum percentage in the decrease of a unidimensional peak necessary for
it to be considered a sharp decrease.
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Figure 4: Peaks located with the depth-first search algorithm. The located peaks have been
marked by small circles that delimit the zone of influence of each peak. Note that some of
the peaks are located with poor accuracy.

Figure 5: Peaks located with the dimension-reduction algorithm. Note the improvement
over the DF algorithm in the accuracy of defining the zone of influence of each peak.
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reduction algorithms respectively, on the first study case presented in Table 1 (corresponding
to a smaU sized area of a Fuji image frame). The located peaks have been marked by small
circles that delimit the zone of influence of each peak. From the two figures we can see not
only that the DR method located more peaks, but also that the zone of influence of each
peak is more accurately delimited by the DR method compared to the DF search.

3

Location of Peaks in 3-D Electron Density Maps

This section examines the extension of the 2-D peak finding algorithm to three dimensions
for finding regions of high electron density on crystallographic 3-D maps of macromolecules.
The basic idea is to split the 3-D map into planes, find the peak areas in each plane using
the Find2DPeaksO routine and then combine the planes lying in adjacent planes to form
contiguous 3-D peak areas. The pseudocode for the main routine for finding 3-D peaks as
weU as for the routine correlating two consecutive planes is sketched in Figure 12.
Figures 6 and 7 show two representations of the peaks located in the same 3-D electron
density map of a Ross-River virus [8]. The volume examined has 55 x 55 x 55 points, and
the settings of the parameters of the peak search are:

Slope Cutoff = 10
Slope Percentage = 7
Minimum Peak Size = 5
Maximum Peak Size = 50
Minimum 2-D Overlap = 5
The execution time was 0.769 seconds. The slope cutoff and slope percentage have the
same significance as in the unidimensional DR algorithm, the minimum and maximum peak
size give the acceptable range of the diameter of a peak, and the minimum 2-D overlap
specifies the minimum number of points that two 2-D peaks on consecutive planes need to
have in common to be considered correlated (part of the same 3-D peak).
Figure 6 is a continuous scale 2-D representation of a Z-section at the top of the volume,
while Figure 7 is a 3-D isosurface representation of the whole volume. Both images have
been obtained using the Tonitza visualization package [9].
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Appendix A
In this appendix we present the pseudocode for the DR algorithm. We start with the main
routine for finding 2-D peaks and then show the routines for finding I-D and also correlating
two adjacent rows. At the end we show the pseudocode for the DR algorithm in the 3-D
case.
Note that to save space we keep track of the segments (peaks) that we found on the current
row in an array of segments current..rolLsegms and we keep the segments we found on the
previous row in an array called previous..Iow....segms. As we move to the next row, these
arrays get updated accordingly. Also, the variables n_current....segms and n_previous....segms
keep track of how many elements are currently in these two arrays.
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procedure Find2DPeaks C image frame )
global list of 2-D peaks := initially empty;
1* there vas no previous rov explored initially *1
n_previous_segms = 0;
for row := 1 to NROWS do

1* find the segments and their number in the current row *1

1*

correlate them with the segments from the previous row

*1

correlate_vith_prev_rowC row, current_row_segms, n_current_segms,
previous_row_segms, D_previous_5egms );
switch the two arrays, so that now previou5_row_segms viII contain
what current_row_segms contained, and current_row_segms can be again
initialized with the values from the next row;
endfox
display global list of 2-D peaks;
endproc

Figure 8: Pseudocode for the Dimension-Reduction 2-D peaks finding algorithm. The procedure returns a linked list with all the 2-D peaks found, where each 2-D peak is in turn a
linked list of segments (l-D peaks) composing its zone of influence, and each segment is a
structure containing information about the rowan which it is placed, its endpoints, etc. (see
the procedure FindlDPeaks() below).
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integer function Find1DPeaks( row, current_row_segms )
nsegms := 0;
min_od = the minimum scalar value on the current row;
vhile (there are unvisited points on the current row) do
P := one of the points of maximum value on the current row;
mark P as visited;
if (P was visited or is next to a visited area or is at the
endpoints of the row) then
continue;
1* go to the next point *1
endif
if (P is lower than sdc + min_od) then
break;
1* exit loop, as the whole rest of the line will be lower
endif

*1

V1S1t the right side of P by recording every sharp decrease and
stopping when the scalar values start to increase or when ve
hit a point that was already visited;
if (there vas no Sharp decrease) then
continue;
1* discard current peak */
else
record the right end of the segment as the point where the
scalar values last decreased Sharply;
endif
visit the left side of P by recording every sharp decrease and
stopping when the scalar values start to increase or when ve
hit a point that was already visited;
if (there 'Vas no Sharp decrease) then
continue;
1* discard current segment *1
else
record the left end of the segment as the point where the
scalar values last decreased sharply;
endit
if (the size of the segment is larger than maxps) then
continue;
1* discard current segment *1
else
register the segment in current_rov_segms and increment nsegms;
endit
end'Vhile 1* the whole ro'V has been visited *1
sort segments in current_row_5egms in increasing order of their position;
return nsegms;
endproc

Figure 9; FindlDPeaksO fills in the array currenLrow..segms with the I-D peaks (segments)
found on the current row and returns the number of segments found. Each segment is a
structure containing information about the row on which it is placed, the coordinates of its
endpoints, and the coordinate of its point of maximum.
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procedure correlate_~ith_prev_row(rov, current_segms. nc, prev_segms. nprev )
if (nprev > 0) then
/* there have been segments on the previous ro~ */
csegm := current_segms[1]; /* current segment on the current ro~ */
psegm := prev_segms[1]j
/* current segment on the previous row */
i := 1j
j

:::;- 1;

while (i <= nc and j <= nprev) do
if (csegm is entirely at the left of psegm) then
i:=i+1j
if (i > nc) then /* current row is done: no more correlation */
break; /* exit the while loop */
else
csegm := current_segms[i]; /* advance on the current ro~ */
endif
else if (csegm is entirely at the right of psegm) then
j : = j ... 1 j
i f (j > nprev)

then
/* finished previous row */
breakj /* exit the ~hile loop */
else
psegm := prev_segms[j]; /* advance on the previous row */
endif
else /* psegm and csegm are correlated */
add csegm to the group to which psegm belongs;
mark csegm that it has been correlated with another segment;
mark psegm also that it has been correlated with another segment;
i:=i+l;
j:=j+1j
if (i > nc or j > nprev) then
break; /* exit the while loop */
endit
csegm := current_segms[i]; /* advance on both rows */
psegm := prev_segms [j] j
endit
end~hile

endit:
now all the segments that are left unmarked in current_segms are the ones who
haven't been correlated ~ith any segment from the previous rowj so mark
them as the heads of ne~ groups of segments to be formed later ODj
also, the segments that were not marked in prev_segms ~ere not correlated
~ith any segment from the current row, so they are the last segments
in their respective groups; take their groups and mark them as finished
(add them to the global list ot: 2-D peak regions);
endproc

Figure 10: Pseudocode for correlating two consecutive rows in a 2-D scalar field. The segments located with FindlDPeaksO are correlated. A segment on the current row correlated
with a segment on the previous row is placed in the same linked list, indicating that they
both belong to the same 2-D peak, i.e. are part of its zone of influence.
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procedure Find3DPeaks( array_in, nx, ny, nz. peak_list)
initialize the peak_list to the empty list;
initialize a list called previous_2d_peaks to the empty list;
for plane := 1 to nz do
1* find the current_2d_peaks list for the current plane *1
current_2d_peaks := find_2d_peaks( array_in, nx, ny, nz. plane );
1* correlate the tvo consecutive planes and add the identified 3-D peaks
to the peak_list *1
correlate_~ith_prev_plane(
array_in, nx, ny, nz, current_2d_peaks,
previous_2d_peaks, plane );
switch the tvo lists, so that now current_2d_peaks becomes
previous_2d_peaks, and previous_2d_peaks can be reused
endfor
endproc

procedure correlate_with_prev_plane( array_in, nx, ny, nz, current_2d_peaks,
previous_2d_peaks, plane );
1* current_2d_peaks contains all 2-D peaks on the current plane, while
previous_2d_peaks contains all the 2-D peaks on the previous plane *1
for each peak2d in the previous_2d_peaks list do
find the peak in the current_2d_peaks list who has the largest number of
points in common with peak2d;
if (the number of common points is smaller than a preset parameter) then
continue;
1* go to endfor *1
else
1* the t~o 2-D peaks are correlated *1
make a link between them so that now they are part of the same 3-D peak;
endif
endfor
for each peak on the previous_2d_peaks list that has not been matched do
make it the tail (last 2-D component) of the 3-D peak in which it lies;
register that 3-D peak; 1* compute its diameter, add it to the list *1
endfor
1* of 3-D peaks, etc. *1
for each peak on the current_2d_peaks list that has not been matched do
make it the head of a new 3-D peak;
endfor
endproc

Figure 11: Pseudocode for locating peaks in 3-D scalar fields using the DR approach. A 2-D
peak is a linked list of I-D peaks, a 3-D peak is a linked list of 2-D peaks and the routine
Find3DPeaksO returns a linked list with all 3-D peaks found.
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Appendix B
We outline the depth-first and breadth-first search algorithms for peak finding. In the 2-D
case we have the four possible search directions in the following order: North, East, South,
·West. For the 3-D case we add two more directions: Above and Below.

The current point in the depth-first search starts as the highest one from the sorted list
of all the points in the block. The peak set (region) initially contains only this point. For
the current point we apply the following search procedure: we try to go in the North and if
that neighboring point has not been visited and is above the threshold, we add it to our peak
set and it becomes the current point to which we apply again this same search procedure.
If that point was below the threshold, we try to go East and if that point has not yet been
visited and is above the threshold, we add it to our peak set and it becomes the current point
to which we apply again the above search procedure from the beginning. If this one was also
visited or below the threshold, we try going South and then West, and if none of the points
is eligible to become the next current point, we go back to the previous current point and try
a new direction if there is any left (if not, go back to the previous current point, and so on).
The search for determining the current peak stops when there are no more directions left to
take from the initial point. At this moment, the next unvisited highest point is picked up
from the sorted list. If its value is above the threshold, restart the search procedure to find a
new peak region, otherwise stop and go to the next block. The depth-first search algorithm
is illustrated by the pseudocode in Figure 13.
The breadth-first search starts also with the current point being the highest one from
the sorted list with all the points in the block. The peak set is initially empty. We also
have a FIFO queue that initially contains the current point. We always take the current
point to be the first element in the queue. We remove it from the queue and add it to the
peak set. We visit the current point by exploring its 8 direct neighbors by going around
it (say, clockwise) and adding to the queue the points above the threshold that have not
been previously visited. Then the current point is set to be the first element in the queue
(which is at this moment removed from the queue and added to the peak set), and the search
procedure is repeated. The algorithm stops when the queue is empty, in which case we mark
the peak set that we have found and pick the next unvisited highest point to restart the
whole algorithm [or finding a new peak region. If this point has a value that is below the
threshold, we move on to the next block. The breadth-first search algorithm is illustrated
by the pseudocode in Figure 14.
Note that the procedures DepthFirstPeakLocation() and BreadthFirstPeakLocation()
are almost identical, except for the procedures used for the actual search.
Care must be taken not to discard or incorrectly split peaks that happen to lie on the
frontiers of two or more adjacent blocks, by defining the blocks in such a way that they
overlap, and eliminating the peaks that were counted more than once due to this overlap.
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procedure DepthFirstPeakLocation( image frame )
partition entire image frame into blocks;
list of peak regions := initially empty;
while (there is any block left) do
threshold := average of all scalar values in the block;
make a sorted list with all the points in the block above the threshold
in decreasing order of their values;
while (the first unvisited element P in the list is above the threshold) do
peak_set := the empty set;
visit_point_depth_first( P, threshold, peak_set );
add the current peak_set to the list of all peak regions;
endwhile
endwhile
display list of peak regions;
endproc

procedure visit_point_depth_first( P, threshold, peak_set)
dir[1] := North;
dir [2] : = East;
dir[3] := South;
dir[4] := West;
1* we know that when this routine is called. P is *1
mark P as visited;
add it to the peak_set;
1* always not visited and above the threshold *1
for i:= i to 4 do
Pi := neighbor of P in direction dir[i];
if (Pi not visited and Pi above threshold) then
visit_point_depth_first( Pi, threshold, peak_set );
else
mark Pi as visited;
endif
endfor
endproc

Figure 12: The Depth-First Peak Location Algorithm. The information about each 2-D peak
is stored as an array holding the coordinates or its composing points. A linked list of all 2-D
peaks round is returned.
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procedure BreadthFirstPeakLocation( image frame)
partition entire image frame into blocks;
list of peak regions := initially empty;
while (there is any block left) do
threshold := average of all scalar values in the block;
make a sorted list with all the points in the block above the threshold
in decreasing order of their values;
while (the first unvisited element P in the list is above the threshold) do
peak_set := the empty set;
visit_point_breadth_first( P, threshold, peak_set );
add the current peak_set to the list of all peak regions;
endwhile
endwhile
display list of peak regions;
endproc

procedure visi~_point_breadth_first(P, threshold, peak_set)
dir[1] := North;
dir [2] : = East;
dir [3] : = South;
dir[4] := West;
queue := initially contains only the "root" point P;
while (queue is not empty) do
P := first element in the queue;
remove P from the queue;
if (P was visited) then
continue;
endif
mark P as visited;
if (P below threshold) then
continue;
endif
add P to the peak_set;
for i := i to 4 do
Pi := neighbor of P in direction dir[i];
if (Pi not visited and Pi above threshold) then
add Pi to the queue;
else
mark Pi as visited;
endif
endfor
endwhile
endproc

Figure 13: The Breadth-First Peak Location Algorithm. The data structures are identical
to the ones in the Depth-First Search method.
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